Application of a Wear Debris Detection System to Investigate Wear Phenomena during Running-In of a Gasoline Engine
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Abstract: When a tribological system is operated for the first time, the first hours of operation are of the utmost importance as the surfaces of the contacting elements mate to each other, involving significant wear processes until the surfaces reach stable topological characteristics. This initial phase in a combustion engine is known as running-in and is of critical importance in the study of friction and wear phenomena. Despite this, there is little information in the literature dedicated to running-in and, therefore, data improving its understanding is greatly anticipated. In this work, a novel wear debris detection system measuring in real time was employed to investigate the running-in of an inline 4-cylinder gasoline engine; it consists primarily of an optical sensor with the capability of detecting very small particles from 4 µm. For the tests, the engine was mounted on a test bench and operated under stationary working conditions. The results of the wear debris measurements showed interesting insights into the engine running-in process; although in general, the results followed the expected trend, they also showed an unexpected behavior: it was expected to obtain the highest amounts of wear debris at the beginning of the running-in, but instead the number of debris stagnated and only started to increase after about 20 h to then decrease again. The best operating conditions to run-in the engine were identified at the middle of the running-in period, without the presence of large wear debris that could lead to severe wear. Finally, it was found that the engine running-in was not finished until at least 75 h of operation, although commonly, a running-in time of 10 h is used in the industry.
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1. Introduction

During a system’s running-in, complex changes occur in the components at the macro-, micro-, and nano-scales. As the surfaces conform to each other, elastic and plastic deformation of the asperities occur, wear debris is generated and accumulated, and even material transfer between the surfaces may occur [1]. These processes lead to changes in the shape and surface roughness of the components, as well as changes in the mechanical properties of the materials and variations in the friction coefficient. In a complex system such as an internal combustion engine, running-in is a process involving wear phenomena in the moving parts of the engine due to the interaction of multiple transient factors, including lubrication conditions, surface topography, wear debris generation, temperature, and applied load. These factors lead to the gradual conformance of the surfaces until wear reaches a steady-state condition that is ideally maintained for most of the useful engine life [2]. Due to the high variability in the engine operating conditions and the characteristics of each engine part, this running-in process may occur simultaneously on all of the tribo-pairs but at different rates [1].

These changes in the engine components’ characteristics after the running-in is finished will directly affect the lubrication conditions and final performance of the tribo-pairs. Therefore, an appropriate running-in procedure determines the engine’s efficiency and
reliability [3,4]. The same applies to friction and wear research in internal combustion engines; an appropriate running-in ensures a stable engine operation, which is especially important when comparing engine oil formulations, materials, and surface finishes, where small variations are expected and, thus, repeatability and accuracy are essential.

Due to their importance for engine durability and maintenance, multiple techniques have been developed to study and monitor wear phenomena in internal combustion engines. These techniques have applications in real-time measurements (while the engine is running), in situ measurements, or analyses developed in laboratories. The use of these techniques is determined by the study’s characteristics, measurement accuracy, and expected wear debris size. The techniques used in situ and with online measurements are based on different principles and include the thin layer activation method (TLA), online visual ferrography (OLVF), optical counter sensors, and inductive sensors [5,6]. The TLA technique is based on the gamma ray detection principle and consists of pre-treating the surfaces of the engine to be measured by adding a layer of radiotracers; during the engine operation and when wear processes occur, wear debris particles are generated and released to the oil, which are then quantified with a gamma ray detector [7–9]. The main advantages of this online measurement technique are its high sensitivity and that there is no need to disassemble the engine; however, the associated costs to apply the technique are high, along with the awareness of additional safety concerns related to working with radioactivity [10]. The OLVF technique is also widely used in engine condition monitoring, and its measuring principle consists of a transparent channel for the oil flow, a magnetic system for the deposition of the wear debris, and an optical detection system. The disadvantages of the technique are that it only detects magnetic particles and the formation of debris chains and clusters, making it difficult to recognize the wear particles; thus, segmentation techniques are needed [11–14]. Another widespread technique in the field of combustion engines is based on inductive sensors, which are capable of quantifying ferrous particles in the oil and, depending on their design, they can also differentiate bubbles from actual wear particles. These sensors usually consist of a coil placed around a tube to create a magnetic field [15]. The major disadvantage of this technique is that it only detects particles larger than 60–100 µm, which is a rather large particle size, characteristic of severe engine wear and onset of failure. Some examples of applications of this technique in internal combustion engines are the ones developed by [16,17]. The optical counter sensors, on the other hand, are generally focused on quantifying the number of particles according to their size, and for that, different measurement principles exist using photoelectric and imaging sensors. The photoelectric sensors use light extinction and light scattering optical phenomena, and the imaging sensors are based on obtaining digital images of the oil and processing algorithms that allow the determination of the size of the debris and differentiating it from air bubbles. These sensors have been extensively used in condition monitoring of wind turbines [18,19]. However, to date, and to the authors’ knowledge, there are no documented studies in the literature with applications in combustion engine wear.

This literature review shows that, overall, research has been mainly focused on the steady-state wear condition of the engine operation. Even though OEMs and R&D centers have developed extensive studies on the running-in stage [20–27], specific research on engine running-in and associated wear phenomena has been mainly dedicated to a specific tribo-pair, such as the piston-cylinder liner assembly [4,20,21,23,28,29], the cam-follower contact [30,31], and journal bearings [22,24,25,32]; and just a few studies have been focused on the running-in wear evaluation of the complete engine [26,33]. In practical applications in the industry, it is common to find running-in procedures based on experimental experience and of various duration times and operating conditions [34]. Some procedures even include idle, which can significantly harm the engine, leading to severe wear and damage.

From the literature review, the main knowledge gap in the engine running-in topic is the need for experimental data to support and expand the understanding of the wear phenomena occurring in this stage for the complete engine, along with the identification of the operating conditions that contribute to this process without risking severe wear.
generation or the engine’s efficient operation. To contribute to filling this knowledge gap, the study presented here evaluated and analyzed the wear phenomena of an internal combustion engine experimentally during the running-in stage in correlation with the engine’s operating conditions. This analysis represents the main scientific contribution of the research presented here, along with the application of a novel wear debris detection system, based on an optical counter sensor developed by the company Atten2 that has not been used in this type of application before.

2. Materials and Methods

As mentioned in Section 1, the main goal of this work is to increase the knowledge and understanding of the running-in stage of a combustion engine from the wear perspective. To achieve this goal, a novel wear detection system was developed and installed in an engine test bench. This system allowed real-time measurements of the wear debris generated during the engine running-in to be obtained. In this way, the test setup, depicted in Figure 1, consisted of an inline 4-cylinder gasoline engine mounted on a friction test-rig, FRIDA (friction dynamometer), and a wear debris detection system, which included an optical sensor (described in Section 2.1), an inductive sensor, a de-aeration box, two oil pumps, and two oil filters of 10 and 60 µm. The lubricating oil used for the tests was an SAE 0W20 with a dynamic viscosity of 22.78 mPa.s at 40 °C and 5.12 mPa.s at 100 °C.

As shown in Figure 1, the central component of the setup is the de-aeration box, located just below the engine. It collects the oil coming from the engine, removes as much air as possible from the oil, and then distributes the oil to the wear debris detection sensors. A pump was employed to supply the oil to the optical sensor with a flow set between ca. 0.05 and 0.1 L/min; the flow rate was increased or lowered depending on the engine speed. After the optical sensor, a 10 µm filter was used to prevent particles larger than this size from returning to the engine. An oil flow of about 15 L/min for the inductive sensor was set and maintained for all the testing conditions. The maximum flow rate of this sensor is 16 L/min, or otherwise, the detected minimum particle size is increased. Due to this flow rate setting, at low engine speeds the amount of oil pumped through the inductive sensor was higher than that coming from the engine. In order to not interfere with the distribution of wear particles in the de-aeration box, and consequently with the remaining particles to be analyzed by the optical sensor, a coarse filter of 60 µm was located right after the inductive sensor, offering some protection to the oil pump while still allowing smaller particles to return to the de-aeration box. The inductive wear detection sensor can only detect ferrous particles larger than 60 µm, which already indicates the onset of
severe engine damage, and therefore, measurements with this sensor are not employed in this study.

2.1. Optical Wear Particles Detection Sensor

In order to detect the wear particles generated during the engine running-in, a prototype optical sensor from the company Atten2 was employed. This sensor belongs to a family of products used in industrial applications such as wind turbines gearboxes and hydraulic systems. The sensor takes images (4 frames/s) of the oil flowing across the sensor and analyses them numerically to classify the wear particles into group sizes. Furthermore, given that the optical sensor cannot physically discern actual wear debris from air bubbles and other contaminants, it includes an algorithm that post-processes the images and differentiates the air bubbles from the wear particles. To this aim, the algorithm first identifies if the shape of the body is round; then, it checks whether the central part of the body is transparent with a darker border or if it is entirely dark. If the body has a transparent center, it forms a darker ring-like shape detected as two concentric circles and is classified as a bubble. Completely dark bodies are recognized as wear particles. This sensor can measure particles of sizes from $4\ \mu m$ with a maximum flow rate of $0.15\ L/min$. For the tests in this study, the flow rate was kept between ca. $0.05$ and $0.1\ L/min$, as higher flow rates increase the minimum detected particle size. In addition to the wear particle count, the sensor also gives the corresponding ISO 4406:2021 cleanliness code [35].

Two situations were identified from the experimental measurements and considered for the analysis of results. First, when the testing point is changed, the sensor measures variations in the generated wear debris with some delay. This situation occurs because the optical sensor is not located right at the engine’s exit but about $2.5\ m$ away, and the delay imposed by the small oil flow entering the sensor compared to that coming out from the engine. Second, changes in the operating point lead to increased air content in the oil. Therefore, to overcome these issues, it was decided to only use the last $5\ min$ of the testing period for each point; this ensures that stable conditions have been reached and that the measurement is no longer strongly affected by changes in the operating conditions.

An example of the raw data obtained from the optical sensor is depicted in Figure 2; here, the classification of the wear debris particles according to their size (from $4$ to $70\ \mu m$) can be seen. The $y$ axis shows the number of particles per milliliter of oil ($u/mL$), and the $x$ axis is the total duration of the measurement. As can be seen from the plot, the initial part of the measurement presents significant variations, especially for the smaller particles ($14\ \mu m$ and lower), to then reach more stable conditions at the last half of the measurement. It must be taken into account that these data are accumulated values; that is, the group of $4\ \mu m$ contains particles equal to and larger than this size; the group of $6\ \mu m$ contains particles equal to and larger than $6\ \mu m$, and so on, up to the group of $70\ \mu m$, that contains only particles equal to and larger than this size. As described in Section 2, a $60\ \mu m$ filter was located between the exit of the inductive sensor and the entrance of the de-aeration box, affecting to some extent the oil flowing towards the optical sensor and, therefore, reducing the detected amount of particles larger than $60\ \mu m$. 
Figure 2. Raw data obtained from the optical wear debris sensor at 3000 rpm and 20 bar of maximum cylinder pressure.

2.2. Equivalent Wear Volume

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the wear debris detection sensor records the number of wear particles in groups of a defined size; however, the analysis of the results showed that this raw data could be complemented with the so-called equivalent wear volume, as it allows larger wear debris particles to have more relevance to the total quantified wear. This approach would agree with the experience that the severity of wear is directly correlated to the magnitude of wear debris; therefore, larger wear particles represent more severe wear conditions than a large number of small wear particles. The equivalent wear volume \( n \) was calculated from Equation (1), where \( n_k \) is the number of detected wear particles of the \( k \)-th particle size group and \( r_k \) is the radius of the particle assuming a spherical shape and taking the radius of the central dimension within a size group.

\[
n = \sum_{k=0}^{m} \frac{4}{3} n_k r_k^3 \pi
\]

2.3. Testing Methodology

The testing methodology for the engine running-in consisted of a set of 22 operating points representative of the engine map, as shown in Table 1. They were executed in the order presented in the table. This set of points was repeated until the running-in was complete; in the first repetition, the testing period for each point was 15 min, but it was later modified to 30 min for the rest of the repetitions, as this allowed more time for the engine to reach stable operating conditions. All tests were performed at 90 °C oil temperature, as this is representative of the temperature found in the engine in real applications.
Table 1. Testing points for the engine running-in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine Speed [rpm]</th>
<th>Cylinder Pressure [bar]</th>
<th>Oil Pressure [bar]</th>
<th>Oil and Coolant Temperature [°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to evaluate if the engine running-in was complete, friction tests were performed in the FRIDA dynamometer and checked to ensure that the friction had stabilized and was repeatable. The following Figure 3 shows the final friction test results performed at 2000 and 3000 rpm and four levels of peak cylinder pressure. The results show no systematic differences in the obtained friction moment values, confirming that friction had reached a stable condition. This running-in process had a total duration of 75 h.

![Friction moment vs. Peak cylinder pressure](image)

Figure 3. Repeatability tests after completing the engine running-in.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Engine Running-In: Complete Testing Period

As mentioned previously in this manuscript, the main goal of developing and implementing the wear debris detection system was to evaluate the wear performance of the
engine during its running-in. Consequently, this system continuously recorded data during the engine’s operation until the running-in was complete. The recorded data are presented in Figure 4; this shows the equivalent wear volume for the entire running-in period for one representative working condition: 2000 rpm and two peak cylinder pressures of 20 (motoring/no load) and 110 bar (full load/WOT operation). This condition was selected for the analysis presented here as it is the lowest engine speed where the full cylinder pressure is reached (110 bar). Therefore, mixed lubrication conditions are expected to dominate, with the associated increase in wear debris generation. Furthermore, given that during running-in the surfaces of the engine parts are in continuous change as they adapt and conform to each other, it was expected to observe a discernible trend in the amount of detected wear debris under the selected operating condition; that is, it was expected to observe higher values of wear volume at the beginning of the running-in, as the engine parts are still starting to conform to each other, followed by a continuous decrease in this value as the operating hours increase. This trend would finally reach a stable condition with low levels of wear, similar to the wear levels that the engine would experience during its useful life.

Figure 4. Equivalent wear volume measured during the engine running-in at 2000 rpm and 20 and 110 bar peak cylinder pressures. \(d\) = wear particles’ size.

From Figure 4, however, it is clear that the expected trend is not entirely fulfilled; instead, the higher levels of wear are obtained in the middle of the running-in period, while the wear generated at the beginning of the running-in is lower and seems to stagnate for the first 20 h of operation. During the last 10 h of running-in, the wear volume is significantly reduced, to about 50% of the wear values detected at the beginning of the running-in.

In order to analyze this finding in more detail, Figure 5 was obtained by comparing the equivalent wear volume between the first 5.5 h of running-in and after 41.5 h of operation, including all the testing conditions. Following the results of Figure 4, this plot shows that overall, during the first hours of operation, the generated wear debris volume is considerably lower than that obtained at the middle of the running-in, and that the wear volume depends significantly on the operating conditions, with variations along the running-in period. For instance, the left-hand panel in Figure 5 shows that the generated wear is higher under low engine speed conditions during the first 5.5 h; it reduces significantly at 2500 rpm, to then stabilize at comparatively low levels of wear for the rest of the testing time. Here, it is important to note that the engine running-in was started with the testing points at low engine speed (Table 1), and, therefore, not only the mixed lubrication promoted by the low speed conditions would contribute to the higher wear volumes, but also the unused state of the engine parts. A completely different trend is observed in the middle of the running-in period (Figure 5, right panel), where the peak of
generated wear volume was found at medium engine speeds (3500 and 4000 rpm) without a clear trend of the influence of the peak cylinder pressure.

Figure 5. Equivalent wear volume at 5.5 (left) and 41.5 h (right) of running-in.

Another interesting finding of these results is the total operating time required to complete the running-in. Commonly in the industry, a 10 h running-in period is considered to be sufficient; however, the results presented here demonstrate that, at least for the engine employed in this study, the running-in time is significantly longer.

3.2. Engine Running-In: Engine Operating Conditions

Another aspect of the running-in procedure that seems to be not well understood and lacks documentation in the literature is the identification of the engine operating points that are especially relevant for the running-in, and that could optimize the process. In the industry, for instance, it is common to run-in the engine under some representative operating conditions of the engine map for the same period of time and based on previous experimental experience. With this in mind, and with the data gathered during the engine running-in, it was decided to analyze in more detail the initial 5.5 h of the engine operation, which correspond to a complete test run (Table 1), to investigate the wear performance related to the engine operating conditions and the size of the measured wear debris.

To this aim, the performed analysis consisted of taking the complete raw data set for all the testing points; the results are plotted in Figure 6. This shows the mean particle number classified into groups according to their diameter for each test point. It should be noted that, in contrast to the data shown in Figure 2 where the particle number was plotted as accumulated data, here, the data obtained from the optical sensor has been post-processed to classify the particles in groups of diameter size. For example, to obtain the first range (4 µm < d < 6 µm), the mean particle number per milliliter of the group of 6 µm was subtracted from the mean of the group of 4 µm, so only the desired range was left. The same procedure was applied to obtain the other ranges. This representation allows us to better identify the testing conditions with a higher or lower presence of one specific particle size.

Some trends can be extracted from Figure 6, especially for particles of smaller diameters, up to 21 µm. Regarding the first group, with particles from 4 to 6 µm, it is clear that the amount of generated particles of this size is concentrated mainly at the right-hand side of the plot, with operating conditions of high engine speed from 3500 rpm. In this region, the overall trend indicates a strong dependence between the increase in the mean particle number and the engine speed. For instance, at 5000 rpm and 110 bar, the mean particle number is about 50% higher than the one measured at 4500 rpm and the same peak cylinder pressure, which shows a significant influence of the engine speed on generating small particles. This influence is also observed from 3500 rpm, as the mean particle number roughly doubles with the speed increase at 100 bar. In this right-hand part of the plot, the peak cylinder pressure seems to have a similar effect as the engine speed on the generation
of small particles, with higher values of mean particle number as the cylinder pressure increases, except for the tests performed at 3500 rpm.

Moving on to the following group, 6 to 14 µm, the trend described for the previous group is no longer present to the same extent, and instead, the mean particle number remains stable for most of the testing conditions with a slight increase at the higher engine speeds; nonetheless, the effect of the cylinder pressure on the increase in the particles is more visible at higher engine speeds, as observed for the previous group.

The next group, with particles from 14 to 21 µm, presents a clear trend again; it is observed that generated particles of this size are mainly concentrated at lower engine speeds, especially at 1500 and 2000 rpm. Then, the particle number is reduced significantly and stabilizes at higher engine speeds. This trend was expected, considering that it corresponds to the first 5.5 h of the engine running-in, the engine parts are starting to conform to each other. Therefore, it was expected to observe a greater generation of debris as the materials were worn out, especially particles of greater diameter at low engine speeds, characteristic of mixed and boundary lubrication. Additionally, for this particle diameter, the cylinder pressure does not present an apparent effect on the generation of particles; only at higher engine speeds are slightly higher values of mean particle number observed with the increase in the cylinder pressure.

Given the results of Section 3.1, where it was observed that most of the engine wear volume was generated in the middle of the running-in period, the mean particle number was also plotted in Figure 7 (note the larger scale used in this figure in comparison to Figure 6). In this stage of the running-in, the generated wear debris particles are significantly more than at the beginning of the engine operation, especially for particles of diameter 4 to 6 µm. For this diameter group, an increasing trend in the amount of wear particles with engine speed is also observed, and it even starts at the lowest engine speeds, following an overall constant increase. For larger particles in the group of 14 to 21 µm, the levels of wear remain fairly constant for all the testing conditions; however, when compared to the results in Figure 6, it is interesting to observe that the values of mean particle number are of the same level as the ones obtained at lower engine speeds at the beginning of the engine operation.
Figure 7. Total particle number per milliliter of oil classified by size (d) in the middle of the running-in period (41.5 h).

On the other hand, from Figure 5, as the generated wear volume changes with both the working conditions and the stage of the running-in, it is complex to select the best working conditions to run-in the engine correctly and in the shortest time possible. Nonetheless, it is important to note that most of the wear volume is generated in the middle of the running-in. Therefore, optimization of this process should be performed centered in this region. Here, and according to the right-hand panel of Figures 5 and 7, the best conditions to run-in the engine used in this study would be at medium to high engine speeds, without much influence from varying the cylinder pressure, as the generation of wear debris between 4 and 21 \( \mu m \) is the highest without a significant presence of wear debris of larger diameters.

4. Conclusions

- The novel wear debris detection system based on an optical counter sensor proved to be a valuable tool for studying the engine wear performance during running-in. Given that an appropriate running-in is essential for the future efficient operation of the engine, the information supplied by the sensor is highly valuable to monitor the wear generation in real time during this stage and to analyze and determine the best operation conditions that could optimize the running-in process. Additionally, the optical counter sensor is an available technology that could be implemented in any test-rig for academic and industrial applications, not limited to the running-in topic.
- In terms of equivalent wear volume, the results showed some unexpected trends. Overall, from Figure 4, it was found that most of the wear generation takes place in the middle of the running-in period, contrary to the expected situation where higher wear volumes would be observed at the beginning of the engine operation. Furthermore, during the first 5.5 h of operation (Figure 5, left panel), the equivalent wear volume remained constant for engine speeds higher than 2500 rpm.
- The results in terms of mean particle number showed that the generation of small wear debris with diameters between 4 and 6 \( \mu m \) is significantly higher than the rest of the particle diameters, and its generation increases with the engine speed, both in the beginning and in the middle of the running-in. These small particles, however, do not represent severe wear conditions occurring in the engine. Instead, the generation of larger particles, of diameter 14 to 21 \( \mu m \), showed a more significant relevance; they
were generated under all the testing conditions and, due to their size, contributed to the total equivalent wear volume to a greater extent.

- From the results obtained in terms of equivalent wear volume and mean particle number, it was found that for the engine used in this study, the best operation conditions that would optimize the engine running-in are medium to high engine speeds, without much influence from the selected peak cylinder pressure. These operating conditions would reduce the time needed to complete the engine running-in without promoting the generation of large wear debris that could lead to severe wear conditions and failure.

- A further conclusion of the study is that the engine running-in appears to be largely finished only after 75 h of operation. Commonly, a running-in time of 10 h is utilized in industry. Thus, the obtained results contradict this general rule and demonstrate that, at least for the engine used in this project, a much longer running-in operational period is required.

- Due to the measuring principle of the optical counter sensor and the possibility that some air bubbles may be identified as wear debris, the analysis of the results in this study is made by comparing trends rather than the measured absolute numbers.
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